
Luke
What is up everyone? Welcome to the die by the blade podcast where Josh and I sit down and
talk about everything buffalo hockey. I'm your host Luke, the other guy. My screen is my co host
Josh, we're gonna get right on into another JAM PACKED episode

Josh what is up? How are you?

Josh
I'm pretty good. I'm not gonna say Oh, I'm tired. Oh, I worked a lot or whatever. I mean, get used
to it. Anyway. Um, I'm really sore though. I did a workout for the first time yesterday and a very
long time. Because New year new me hashtag 2022 Now I'm just kidding. But no, seriously, I do
want to start like getting back into shape and stuff. But so it was fun. I didn't do anything today
because holy crap. Um, other than that, not too much. Got to see an interesting sabers game on
Tuesday.

Luke
I interesting to say the least interesting word, but we'll get to that Luke how're you doing? Uh,
you know, I'm not doing too bad. Still work from home. So it's nice for the most part got a long
day come in long weekend calm and most likely. But there's a lot of fun to be had this weekend
now that we'll we'll get into some near the end of the show. But for reference go bills. With that
though. This is a hockey podcast. That's what we're here to talk about. And we are going to start
with that debacle that happened Tuesday night against the Tampa Bay Lightning 61 loss Joshua
at that game. Yes. You some of you, if you know who I am. Well, nobody was looking for me
probably. But you could see me on every time the puck went into the end to left of the MAPE or
the maple leaf, geez. Lightning bench. They're both blue and white. Give me Give me a break. I
guess. Every time the puck went into that end, you could see like me and my buddy, TJ in the
corner.

Josh
So that was kind of funny, because I was watching the replay back at work and so myself a few
times, but anyway, from a hockey perspective, it was a very fun game to be at. So a lot of goals,
a lot of amazing plays by the lightning, few like decent plays from the Sabres

but overall,

really deflating.

I mean, to say the least they just dominated that game. I yeah, I was talking with my buddy. And
I don't think like if they would have been playing Florida, they would not have played the way
they played the Sabres.

Luke



They would like they were I think they were playing a 50% against the Sabres, I don't think they
were going all out. I'm saying close to 75. They were they were all over us. Anytime the puck
was moved, there was already a defender there and

savers could just not get anything moving, especially with the youngness of the team, the
inexperience of the team. And that's understandable. It's just so disheartening to see. I mean,
look at how long these guys have been together. I mean, Stamkos, Kucherov. Headman, those
three have been the core there for five years now. At least, yeah, maybe not as much headman
because he's taken a little bit longer to come up but you have a business a perennial Vezina
finalist in that who the perennial Norris candidate and your D line to well maybe not too not yeah
I was searching no but hadn't been will be once again nominated for a Norris trophies he's got
what 38 points already this year.

Josh
So and then, you know, a perennial you know, almost MVP caliber offens two of them and
Stamkos and COO trough and point i Then I think yeah, I was gonna say I think three point is
the third one Yeah, point is on the lower end. But you also got to remember there are guys that
the Sabres lack you have scrappy veterans like Pat Maroon. Corey Perry, Corey Perry and Pat
Maroon. Were such I want to use it. I just don't like them. They don't like their players. I mean,
maroons, the reason Superman is injured. Yep. And Perry was slew footing people left and right.
Jeff Skinner trip twice. At sunrise, I had a clearest view. The ref was right next to him. Both
times. No call leaves leaves the first period because the first one gets gets it done to him again
in the second or in the third period. It's just ridiculous. Like how do you not call that and then you
call us slash on Girgensons when he slashes the stick of Alex calore. Like con that's ridiculous.
Um,

some good takeaways. If there are

Jack Quinn looked phenomenal. I'd say even given the circumstances he looked pretty damn
good. I mean, you take a 20 year old kid and you throw them into a game with a nothing burger
lineup. Well,

Luke
you're against the back to back champs. Yeah. Hey, you're making your antiA debut. Okay,
we're calling you up because we have no buddy and we're gonna champs do it. Yeah, you're the
guy too. It's you and Dylan. Yeah, so the only the only thing that the only takeaway I have from
Jacquin on the quote unquote worst side of things is I think just like awareness of where to be in
the offensive zone or where even where to put the puck because see how I'll agree with you on
the awareness of where to be but the where to put the puck I think I have a rebuttal but
continue. Well, I mean, if you if you both of his golden opportunity,

Josh



golden opportunities, were on an empty net that were blocked by a defenseman that's just well,
actually, I, those were both when i Those were on my end of the ice, when I was like, You know
what I mean? Yeah, it was a super shoot twice. And

I think the first one was blocked by ministros actually.

Luke
It was kind of hard to tell, because both of them were right there hinostroza definitely moved.
But, but that one was just a mess. The second one, I will give you like he should have scored
that one. But that one I think was just I know, I know. Um, one of the defenseman kind of got in
the way of his stick and it kind of changed to shot didn't get all of it, but same time like you have
a wide open net with I think it was had men that were just kind of like trying to sprawl to make
some kind of save. When she did get you gotta get you gotta get something on that. Right,
exactly. But overall, though, I mean, Granado talked about him that morning, and, or afternoon,
whatever you want to call it. And he said, you know,

Josh
he's your typical, like quarterbacking type forward, he can see someone that's going to be open
before they're gonna be open. Like, Oh, he did that. He did that a couple times with Darlene. He
did that once with cousins. I think he did it once with Skinner. So he definitely has a lot of
promise, considering what we all thought he was going to be when they asked him instead of
Rossi, but I think from a kid who had COVID and mano, and

Luke
not a full season the OHL last year, not any season the OHL, I think considering all that he did
really good. Oh, yeah. And there's definitely potential to be had there. And I'm excited to see it's
just hoping that, you know, obviously we already sent him back down

Josh
to people coming back, which we'll get into in a minute, but he scored four points in his first
game back. Yes, he was very well, I don't know if he was pissed. And like, Screw you guys. He
was just pissed. And like, I'll show them kind of sort of sort of thing. I think it was more of a
content is a continuous Hey, I'm gonna keep proving myself right skirt a beauty of a one time
around the powerplay and had three assists in a seven to six win over Utica. And that honestly,
that rivalry between Rochester and Utica this year has been something to see because they've
played each other six times Rochester lost the first three and then has won the last three. So it's
that's been really fun. Honestly, I think Rochester has a very good chance at being a color
trophy contender. But obviously that's gonna be something we see further down the road here. I
mean, it depends on who gets called up when they get called up. And all that good stuff cuz I
mean, we always see this with the Sabres, sometimes they'll bring prospects up at the end of
the year, because the seasons just well, it's over. Let's see how these guys do. But other times, I
mean, Rochester, is that good. And that close? I would like to see them stay down and you
know, when something because I think that's important. You know, I think what they would do at
that point is they would call him up probably like, near like the last 10 games of the NHL season.



Maybe 15 Let him play those to get to ancho experience and then send it back down for the
playoffs. Right but knowing hopefully obviously that Rochester is already solidified a spot right
that and do you want to bring them up to the NHL level it might throw them oh actually no, we
have no I throw them off? Yeah, I think it will give them just even more drive of like okay, now I
know next season Hey, I'm going to be gunning for the NHL or I have a spot as long as I
continue to play well, right playoffs and like I said as we've seen it doesn't really throw them off
because both Quinn and Patrika have gone down and just lit it up in their first few games but I
think a lot of them have just enjoyed the consistent playing

Luke
That way they don't get rusty they don't get cold they continuously having a chance. I mean
Brett Merle things I don't know if it was Brett Murray or I think it was Brett Murray. He played four
games in Florida it was it was McKinnis and Fraser McInnes right shows me Casey played four
and four he said team needs me team needs me, but I'll play. I love it. I love that type of
mentality. Just put that No, no, I No offense to Ryan Macinnis, but I just

Josh
he didn't look bad and is his one game. Yeah, but it's just he's a he was a filler player. That's
that's why he did his job when he came up here. Exactly. If everyone on the if he can get
everyone on or if people like him can get everyone on this team. And in this franchise, really to
have that mentality. Chef's kiss, you fix the team and you fix it. Oh.

I mean, another thing that will fix the team is you know, like we said that game was
disheartening and startling for another reason and the fact that we lost both of our goaltenders,
for the foreseeable future for goalies on injured reserve right now. Craig Anderson, was
whatever that is. Old, old. Dustin Tokarski. Still not fully recovered from COVID. He is at
practice. Yeah, what's what's been happening is him and Mike bales will go out before practice.
He'll practice alone. He'll sit on the bench during practice. I don't know exactly what he does on
the bench, you might just watch. Probably Probably alive. She's the extra he I mean, technically,
he's kind of a veteran. Yeah, he's been around the game a while. So he can still probably give
pointers. Hey, and then at the worst players make the best coaches to curse. He's not that bad.
But I know what you're saying. I know what you're meant to say.

I know. Anyway, um, and I guess I think if I remember correctly, at the end of practice, he goes
back out there with bales and they do some more stuff. So hopefully he's okay. I don't know if
that's from the concussion or COVID or both. I think it's just more on COVID and just getting the
conditioning back. Right. Right. Because he actually, because he actually had COVID Like that
was that there was that point in time where it was like Tokarski Miller. And it was it was it was
from the Florida Yeah, yeah, it was a few guys were down with COVID. But Tokarski was the
only one to actually have it. Yeah. Um, so best recovers best in a speedy recovery to him. But
then like you said, Luca, Pekka Lucan and leaves that game Tuesday night in the first period
with what I thought or what I what I understood at the time as a head injury, because



it was some kind of lower body injury, right? Well, after the game. Yeah, yeah, that's what
they've said. But

everyone at the game was kind of mumbling around the arena, like, Oh, I think it was a head
injury to shut off the face. And then like I said, before, PK Suba PKC Vinci's Malcolm Sue ban
gets run over by Pat maroon, and very, very uncomfortable getting up. Play the rest of the
game, though. Yeah, that was I don't think he should have bring me some debug action. He
probably he's, I mean, we saw we saw last time he got hurt. He didn't want to come out of the
game. He said he wants to finish he always wants to finish the game. If he's playing. That's fair. I
respect it. It's just now we are screwed. Well, and it sucks too, because from what I saw UPL is
quote unquote, week to week and in Sabres fashion, Superman is quote, unquote, month
month. So So my proposal

we trade

for Jeremy swayman. What would we have to give up for that though? That's what I don't know.
So real quick league news. For those of you that don't know Boston, longtime Boston Bruin
goaltender, Tuukka Rask has resigned with the team after completing his rehabilitation after his

shoulder surgery. I think shoulder surgery I don't even know at this point. It was a torn labrum. I
don't I believe labrum is in your shoulder. Yeah. So he did a little conditioning stint with
Providence played like one game and there was a demon play. He wasn't he was supposed to
play right tomorrow, but only the 14th but their games postponed. Yeah, Providence. His games
were postponed for a long time. So the ruins said you know what? Screw it. You're coming up.
Now. I gave him a million dollar one year deal. And about 25 of that. Yeah. swimming's down in
Providence now.

Luke
So is he? Well, I don't know if he's technically there yet. I don't believe he got sent down yeah,
they they made that move yet. I was in reality I'm pretty sure you can carry three goalies. You
just got to scratch one of them. No, he is down. According to cap friendly. He is down in
Providence.

Josh
Back to my point. The Sabres have a lot of things they can trade. It's the question of how much
is swayman worth to the Bruins because Ratan How much would you want to give to the
Bruins? Exactly Rask has because in reality, if, if it's if it's in buts, were candy and

Nuts this would be a Merry Christmas and the Sabres in the Bruins we'd be competing for the
last playoff spot. Because that's how it's shaping up right now. It goes Sabres Bruins in the
standings, at least in the Atlantic. So that's not someone you want to give a lot of



firepower. Yeah, you don't want to give them assets. But at the same time swimming would
really help energize this team. It'd be another good young goalie. Not like we have to have those
sitting in college.

As well, that might be that might be another reason why we wouldn't go after him. Yeah, no, now
that I'm saying this out loud. I do see I do see that point. Because swim ends like what? 2423
Yeah, exactly. Another young girl just turned 23 to. He's played a total of 26 games in the NHL
last year in 10. Games. He had a 150 goals against average and 945. Same percentage. And
this year, he said a two to five and a 918. So pretty good. But like I said, it'd be tough to get him
and you wouldn't really want to get much to Boston was just kind of a food for thought. But it
probably Mike you'd probably want to force them only take pics for him if we ever did go for him.
Yeah, and I would probably see like a second at least give me a second and a third or a second
and four or something like that. I mean, to be fair, we do have a plethora of thirds next year, I
believe. Yeah.

No, I'm sorry. We don't have any thirds next year. We have three seconds next year. That's what
I was thinking about. So anyway, um, but yeah, so the Bruins are back to having to grasp I bet
you it's only gonna be one year. I think especially if they make playoffs make a deep push. I
think Duke is going to be finally done. And hang up skates. Yeah. And focus on his family.
Another reason another reason I wanted to bring them up really quick.

Shame on you, Bruins fans. Last night, Linus omark. posted a five to one victory 24 saves 25
shots. And at the end of the game, they chanted we want Touka Oof. I mean, I know they're
probably just excited that took us back. Yeah, that's not cool. Like, Omar came to you guys
because he wanted to be there. That's just disrespectful to the man. That is you're just you're
just upset because you miss all mark. I do.

Luke
I don't know. I do too. So, I mean, as much as we would love to get him back or get swimming
back. It's all hypothetical.

Well get swim in in general.

It's all hypothetical. Probably not gonna happen. So unfortunately, we are left here sitting with
Aaron Dell as our starting goaltender for tonight's game against social predators. My okay, if if
you guys haven't been able to tell by now I think a lot about a lot of just randomness. What
happens if Aaron Dell or Michael Houser or both get hurt? What do we do then? He bug.
Younger Ron, please put on your I mean, Marty. Marty is two years older than Craig Anderson.

Josh
He's just sitting up in the booth. You can just come out Oh, now he's in we're in Nashville. Yo,
did he go on the trip with them? No, they're they do the trips. I'm worth a shot. Dan's on levy
have any goaltending experience. Rob re There you go. There's your Eban Rob Ray razor throw
on the pads get out there but no seriously? Seriously the what? What would happen if they both



get hurt or even one of them? I mean, you could pull up Nate Robson sure but then you at that
point what is Rochester Do I just or hey however as their backup the other maybe they bring in
two people from Geneseo college I who knows he's not actually from Genesee played he played
in Geneseo. Okay, the guy's like 30. So, maybe they'll pull like a Rochester college goaltenders
be like, Hey, we are emergency backup goalie game. It'll be a fun story. It's just a fun thought.
Because like, I mean, at that point, you basically either have to sign someone or make a trade.
And I don't think there's anyone available unless you'd like go overseas. So my own poach
someone out of Russia a mouse man, Strauss, man, I don't know what how do you get him
here? Oh, no as Toronto, they get all the SHL cage. Oh, guys, that's fair. I mean, I technically I
think anyone over there is NHL free agent. Yeah. But that's just not in the quote unquote NHL
system. Yeah. You know, I mean, I just,

Luke
I wouldn't I mean, at any point, you can go to any player playing in any professional league and
be like, hey, we want to offer you a contract. Come show us what you got. Let's see what
happens. I wouldn't be against Strauss man, to be honest. But let's not forget, Devan Dubnyk is
still out there.

Nate Robson, Devin

Josh
is still a free agent

Luke
I mean it'd be interesting what see what happens hopefully neither Dell nor how was your do get
her hopefully Dell can maybe do something tonight.

Maybe not allow five goals and allow four goals this time. Who knows? Well, my bets on the
game say otherwise I need to know he can he can allow for one or two. That's fair or you know
five or five that'd be five would be nice.

But I mean luckily we do have some offensive firepower coming back to the lineup for us tonight.

Talk and oh Poso are back from COVID they've cleared protocols and they will be playing in
tonight's game with that Brett Murray does come on the lineup even though it should be John
Hayden instead but that's beside the point.

Josh
And Robert hag is also back in the lineup coming in and replacing will butcher that one that one
I'm okay with. Yeah, butchers looked a little shaky. Um, I just might one of my things is I think
some of these guys are getting a little overplayed. Like I think UPL he's killing Yeah, he's getting
overplayed. But that's kind of understandable. He had to run butcher. I mean, I don't know if you
can really say he's being overplayed, but at the same time, how much time did he really get
New Jersey? I just think that he doesn't fully know our system. I guess even though we don't



really have a quote unquote system in place. It's just he seems like he's been all over the place
on the ice lately. Yeah, he hasn't had much direction.

Um, but like I said, taco postle back. Yeah, some offense back. Krebs is also about to be back. I
don't believe you guys will play tonight. Gonna play he's still in protocol. Yeah, he's like waiting
to test out. Yeah. Sounds like we'll be back for Saturday's game against Detroit. I don't know. It
depends, cuz I don't know if he actually had I think he might have actually had COVID or
Monday's game against Detroit. Either one. Yep. All right. So but no, I mean, it's kind of unclear
because they can't always release stuff. But they didn't say he was positive but they also Yeah,
it's kind of when he has to test out a protocol.

Luke
I think I don't know how long it took his back and he is not the same time it's it's a weird system
they got I mean, it could be it could be as his non hockey related as his test kit, like got lost or
something. Yeah, some dumb shit like that. Because that's probably what would happen with the
Buffalo Sabres.

Josh
Especially, you know, going into a game against a team that is 12 one one in the last 14 games.
Yeah. And I think they've been without Phillip Forsberg for about half of those games. He's not
in tonight. So I don't know how much of a difference that's going to make.

Luke
Yeah, yeah.

The practice of enrolling lately are certainly 2411 And two, they're at the top of the central Yeah.
Roman yo Celia their team points 37 points 35 games nurse candidate as of right now probably
will stay that way. But um, I don't know I'm excited for tonight. But judging by this math was very
quick math. Forsberg has played 26 games this year. And you just said the predators have
played what 35 Yes. Something like that. So Forsberg hasn't theoretic 37 Theoretically,
Forsberg hasn't played the last

11 games or so yeah, but that those could be sprinkled around but I don't know they are but
they again there's not a winning 12 of the last 14 You say sorrows is bad I was about to shut
down that is the biggest one of the biggest reasons why they have been so do we know who is
a net tonight if it's going to be sorry his sorrows is good and no actually I don't know if that's
been

I don't know when did they play last? It may have been confirmed on who's in I don't think that
has that information quite yet. Well yeah, well let me do a little digging here we're gonna we're
gonna do some digging as we as we go through this but again look at at least the lines for what
we got going on tonight.



Against this rolling hot bread seems Skinner cousins talk. I honestly that's that's an amazing line
and I'm very excited to watch them. Yes, that that one. These other lines. I don't really care
about Aswin Schakowsky Olafson, hinostroza Girgensons, Poso and Eiken is going to be
between Bjork and Hayden. One thing I'd like to say real quick. I love the Nashville Predators
Twitter, their

Josh
little bio, all it says is banner raising season

because all the banner raising memes

Going back and forth between them and Karolina anyway continue

Luke
and then defensively dolly and Joker still together hag takes the place of butcher in pairs with
Miller and Bryson will be with Mark Pysyk doll and that as we said

I'm just hoping to see del not allow more than five

that's my goal. That'd be hopeful

you know this is a this is a Preds team that has been scoring more than usual lately. Um, you
know as we know them as a usual like three gold team. They win games three one kind of
defensive minded like the islanders, but not as boring of a team. Yeah, thank God. I mean the
islanders so much, but we'll see we'll see what the Preds can do hopefully, hopefully buffalo can
do something but I am unable to find this we're gonna we're gonna assume that you say
sorrows will be the starter Yeah, and that's gonna be an unfortunate day for Buffalo Sabres fans
and players Yeah, because he's got 30 games played and a two to seven and a nine to 830 out
of 37 And mind you let's well let's let's see. Do you have a rich, rich, rich riches riches numbers?
He has played six who and as a 304 and 0.8848 so we're gonna hope gave a vintage as a
starter tonight. I doubt he will be but who knows eight six sabers when that's what I want. Give
me the cat I mean, I prefer like for two but give me the chaos let me guys let's do what let's do it
Rochester and Cincinnati did last night.

That being said, though, we're gonna we're gonna there's some other news going on both within
sales organization and league wide. And that is the fact that the United States has dropped their
prelim Olympic roster and this is the reason why I mentioned the name Strauss man because
he is currently slated as the starting goaltender for the US. He should have gotten a shot in the
NHL. He still has time. He's only 23 Yes, a goaltender the SHL performing

Josh
really well honestly, from what I've seen, he this year according to elite prospects, he has

13 games played a seven seven goals against average in a Niner



shutouts and a NINE for an O record. That's pretty good.

Like that. It's like It's like we were saying this age need goaltender try rousing man throw throw
all throw all 12 million caps baby have at that SHL team say half this go to him half this goes to
you give him now.

No, but hey, only a one year deal.

Luke
No.

But I but like why? what even happened to him? Like why didn't he get a shot in the NHL do we
know he's just one of those who just was not quote unquote good enough out of college. A lot of
people are a lot of teams are you know skittish about goaltenders coming out of college that
were undrafted.

There's a lot of question marks around him. So

I don't know. Definitely worth the opportunity. But though he would have been 2017 I think 18

Josh
It's so weird that he didn't

it's I just don't get why he didn't get drafted.

With numbers like that. I mean, you look at his numbers in Michigan first year, he had a 291 and
an 895. But that's freshman year next year, he pumps it up to a 185 goals against average, and
a 933. Same percentage.

That's as a 21 year old guy knows and and with 18 wins in that. Hey, like we said goalies are
weird. goalies are like a fine wine. But with that looking at this US Olympic roster,

Luke
some quote unquote big names some names that we kind of know man Urbanears is on the
prelim one coming from Michigan as long along with Brandon Busan. The Vegas prospect
interesting you know the guy that the Sabres were also possibly about to get in that deal the
Sabres should have gotten in the article deal with crabs. Yes, speaking of Jack it goes now
practicing with the golden though yes. For those that care.

Matthew nines playing in Minnesota



Right now with Toronto prospect, you got Nick shore who's playing out in the cage. So
defensively Aaron ness and HL are with providence. He's been around the coyotes and the
Boston system. Jake Sanderson big name. Otto

flew in North Dakota right now so, you know, not as fun as years past as we know. But right but
what do you wait at least an Olympic team live a roster out and Strauss man yes will probably
be the starter however drew come so is also going, huh. Drew comesa was drafted. who drafted
you did um, I will let you know in about two seconds when? Sorry. I got him confused. Sebastian
casa, you did Detroit drafted. I always do that. But he was drafted this year, wasn't he? What he

Josh
was gonna guess. Now you're gonna probably gonna be wrong. I was gonna guess Nashville.
Yeah. That's asked Rob. Come on. Now. I know that but hey, Ash Grove is not very good. So,
but drew comesa this season? Through 19 games played at Boston University as a 267 and a
907. Yeah, so not too bad. I use the US team. I mean, with without any NHL lawyers, I think
Russia is going to be the most competitive just because the cage Oh, yeah. I mean, the cage
shows the is where NHL players go to retire. So

I mean, nothing. None of those guys are gonna play, obviously, because they're not almost a
Russian. But

I mean, those guys that are in the cage are playing against these Russians. I mean, Matt Vai.
Mitch cough could be in I don't know. Is he too young? No, you could be any age to go to FX.
That's true. I'm speaking of being any age on the complete opposite end of the spectrum.
Former saber Eric stall today signed a PTO tryout contract with the Iowa wild for the sole reason
of getting conditioned to go to the Olympics. So that's cool. Good for him. I have and speaking
of those, those that Canadian Olympic team, there are two Sabres prospects being talked
about.

Luke
And being part of that team. I know we talked about oh and power last time. But

there is another serious prospect that has been talked about to be will be another Hobey Baker
nominee as well. Yes, another Hobi Hobey Baker nominee that's talked about to be the starting
goaltender for the Canadian Olympic least backup. I don't think he's gonna be the starter. But at
least the backup for the Canadian Olympic team and that is Devin Levi.

Yeah. Oh, this this. Yeah. As much as I will never say we won or lost his trade because we lost
Ryan Hart, who was my favorite player. I'm Devin. Been looking good so far. Depending on who
we draft with Florida's pick.

Josh
I think we can possibly win the trade. So Devin Levi, as we've been talking about all year, has
21 games played with Northeastern a 138 goals against average and a 953 save percentage



with 15 wins how many shout outs five losses and one tie um for some reason Oh elite
prospects does not tell me that's weird. Give me like two seconds.

Luke
Yeah, as like we mentioned Devin Levi Hobey Baker nominee well not nominee candidate and
yes

chance to win Ohio Baker as a goalie

Josh
I have found it No, I did not get oh yes I did. Yes, I did. Sorry. Northeastern has a weird website

Luke
um, he has a one nine

Josh
he has

Oh, where is it? There it is. Know what the heck Okay, continue

to try to bring this out. I'm Devin. Let's put it this way. He has only allowed 29 goals

Luke
in this money games. You anyone games? Yeah, he's about like I said about a goal per game,
which is crazy. He's had an unreal year for Northeastern and in general and hopefully especially
if he does end up going to the Olympics and at least getting some playing time. I want to see
how we can match up against some older talent.

Some older players some more veteran players more experienced players than just college
players because this could be a big test and then if he plays well through that goes back north
eastern maybe wins Hobey Baker gets continued to be the candidate maybe gets a shutout
record I mean, a I just

last person that did that. That was in the Buffalo Sabres system was a Ryan Miller. Yeah, he did
pretty good. So I want to

be too mad if he can

come somewhere near that route.

I'm okay with him not being Ryan Miller level. However, if he can come somewhere near that
level, I'm not gonna complain about it. Okay, this is from January 7. So it might there might be
one more here but he has six shutouts as of January 7. I believe he had two shout outs in three
games this past weekend. Okay, so he has eight shout outs now. Um



Josh
he has Yes, he has eight shout outs on the season. Where did you find that? Hockey dV? I was
about to go there. Hockey dv is the first one I clicked on it right away. You'd think elite prospects
would be the best one. Because the prospect anyway? Not bashing not bashing elite prospects.
I love you elite prospects. You're my friend. But anyways, yeah, definitely VI is turning heads. He
did have an amazing World Juniors last year

where people said he put up Carey Price like numbers. So

I'm very happy with him along with Portello, who we can't forget about. I mean, don't forget
about Portilla, because but let's talk a little bit about his teammate in Michigan. Oh, and power.

Do you think

that they should go? Well, this I guess this could be for both of them? I

Luke
I think they're going to for the opportunity and the experience.

Josh
I think Levi should stay unless he's going to be the bat. The number two if he's the number
three, he should stay.

Luke
I think anyway, so go just for the experience, you know, their kids like, true. They're there.
They're, what 2019 18 years old, they have a chance to go to Beijing and play for the in the
Olympics like, right, as much as like you want to say don't go especially because of all the
COVID stuff going on and whatnot. Like, that's my that's my main concern that they're either
going to get it or they're somehow going to get stuck there. And that is for anybody really the
thing though, like especially especially with a goaltender like Levi, like not saying that he won't,
but when will he get an opportunity to go to Olympics again?

Well, I mean, if the NHL continues their agreement, but it depends, it depends on other
Canadian goaltenders. That's fair, because once he gets in, once the NHL players are open
back up to it. Mm hmm. But that's you also, it also depends on how well he plays. Exactly. And
then same, same with even Oh, and power being a defenseman. There's still less defenseman
than forwards that go to the Olympics. Wow, you can count Yeah, man. Um, but it could, like not
saying that it will, especially for Owen power. Because, you know, we're hoping, you know, he's
a first overall pick, you know, quote, unquote, potential generational, if not, at least, like elite
talent. Like, he'll probably get another opportunity to go, but at the same time, who knows?
Right? I mean, take your opportunities when you get them just, hopefully nothing goes wrong.

Josh



Same as many been years, so probably goes well, along with numbers on honestly, I mean, I
wonder if well, we were talking about this because Peyton Krebs was technically on the shortlist.
And I think if he gets sent down he crashes again and sat down. I know but I would technically
go same way I'm just saying like for any other prospects around the league like

Luke
well look at like a mason McTavish to

Josh
well go with Canada. Yep. And I mean, Peyton or ping coach, she's Trevor's egress. I mean,
well, he's not gonna know he's in the NHL now. Nevermind Yeah, he's going NHL now after he
scored a highlight reel goal. I don't think he's gonna get sent down even because he is the NHL
now.

Luke
Um, I mean, even if they somehow try to push it out to like some of the OHL guys like kind of a
dark edge. And those players like they might take that opportunity if the OHL at some, I mean,
why doesn't Why don't the teams just say, hey, World Juniors team, let's go to Canberra let's go
to China. I mean, probably because they want some experience in that roster. The other other
countries are probably still gonna put like some guys have had experience or have epics before.
Like I said, you're gonna see like all the Russians or Kaicho guys, all the Swedes or SHL Yeah,
Germans are do exactly so they have experienced so they're like, gasp really light. I think really
the only team that would give them issues would be Russia. I mean, Sweden. Yeah, sure.
Maybe Finland. I don't think Germany I don't think Austria I mean, we'll have to see when Ross
has come out to what they're looking like if there's any names that we quote unquote, know or,
you know, we look at their stats be like, Oh, they're blowing it up in this league. Okay, that
makes sense as to why they want him in the Olympics. Right? But hey, what do we know? I
mean, it's not like we play that is that is that is also like I'm sitting here saying yeah, Team
Canada and Team USA. They could totally handle Austria. When

I wouldn't even be able to look at the Austrian team when Austria is just there with a bunch of
like 30 year olds just like all standing at like six to 200 Yeah, we bring in these 591 50 170
pound guys and just like I'm gonna dang you and they're gonna go look and and be like, you're
gonna be on the ice in about two seconds. Yeah. Yeah, two seconds. Yeah. I mean, like, like I
was saying like, I mean, these guys are Olympians for a reason they're still going to put up a
somewhat of a fight. Yeah, put might be a little bit more lacks than we've seen years past
obviously in the fact of you know, you're not going to have the talent of marsh and Crosby.

I don't know because Marsha is the one that made the first initial comment. The big news
comment about oh, but never mad at the NHL, so

Josh
I'm not forgetting that. I'm not forgetting that. Okay. For



Luke
all the players. We're seeing him first. graduates that are new. He's been in the news a lot lately.
Oh, v cross. Check the other night. It's not my fault. Oh, V. Crosby Stamkos? coochie. Okay, but
like some of those guys aren't gonna, like, will re Olympics again, like Ovechkin will see the
Olympics again. And the fact that even though he'll be like 40 comes the next Olympics. Russia
will be like,

Josh
You are Russia. You are our country. You are Russia. No. Gold. They're gonna say they're
gonna say hey, look, this is a younger you we secretly cloned you this image. Gov. Say hello.
Yep. I know. It's very shocking. But now you have to take him under your wing.

Luke
Yeah, so what's gonna happen is, it's just gonna be Mitch Goff and you running the Russian
team. And you guys if you guys don't win gold, we will come after you.

Josh
All right, you took

Luke
anyway. Am I wrong? Anyway, with that, though, we're getting near the end of the day, by the
way podcast. And, you know, savers, pay the price tonight.

Josh
Scoreboard, prediction.

Luke
Score prediction. I am going to say five, three, Nashville. Interesting. I agree with you, but I don't
do predictions. So I know. For those of you that don't I don't know. All right. I have done three
predictions in my life. Wait, you don't do predictions yet? You bet.

Josh
That's different.

Luke
A little, but I have done three. I have done three predictions in my life. I predicted the score of
the bills Kansas City game last year in the AFC Championship. Oh, so it's your fault that we lost.
They lost. I predicted the bills Jags game this year. They lost terribly. And I predicted the oh
seven series losing game between the Sabres and the senators they lost so you're Why were
the bills didn't make Super Bowl last year. God Yeah. Also why the Sabres didn't make the
Stanley Cup in 2007. I think we skipped over that one a little bit. Well, I'm very focused on
football as that is coming up. But yeah, before we get out of here, Joshua is one thing you were
looking forward to in the next week whether it'd be hockey related or not. That last thing we
were just talking about that that sport that they call Yeah, I reassure everyone listening if you're



not looking forward to it, it's probably just because you're not a football fan, which is
understandable. That's fine. I get it. I get it. However, you know, hockey hockey is better. Yes,
however our beloved Buffalo Bills take on the New England Patriots this Saturday night 830
CBS network for the AFC wildcard game I'm running the pregame on gr I'm excited that'll be fun
everyone go check that out but I'm not gonna be talking yeah no yeah just gonna Yeah, I'm
gonna be pushing pushing buttons yeah

yeah, I appreciate we're all look forward to that. Bills by a billion hope for the best bills by a
trillion i No.

Josh
Bs. No, it's McCorkle core

Luke
is a rookie quarterback rookie quarterbacks. Since I want to use your 2014 2012 I saw a stat
today are two and 10 in the playoffs and the two ways you go ahead the two wins came against
other rookie quarterbacks. So a rookie quarterback has not once since like the late the early
2000 10s. So mind you, McCorkle Jones is from Jacksonville. And the coldest college game he
ever played at Alabama

Josh
was 38 degrees. The coldest football game in the NFL he's ever played was that 32 degrees.
You want to know what the predicted temperature with the windchill is going to be? Oh is in the
winter like negatives, negative 708

Luke
kickoff Oh also if any of you are going to the game please bundle up do not get frostbite yeah
yeah it's gonna be it's gonna be a cool one um Josh Allen and Dawson Knox and said they're
going sleeveless. Yep. As to Well Josh Allen said is because he loses the football when he has
sleeves on. Yeah, Dawson's out just Dawson Knox doing it because he's a badass Yeah, door
knocks just sending it Stefon Diggs said it's gonna be cold nothing to it he he doesn't know I'm
not next to find digs also is played in one of the coldest games. He played five years he played
in the coldest game in NFL history died did it break I don't think you broke the Lambo record
from I know I think was the coldest plaque is yeah, one of the one of the oldest playoff games.
Yeah, um, and we're Harrison Phillips says just send it it's cold who cares? So you'd love to see
it you love to see your players just mean like embracing the suck embracing the cold and I think
it's gonna be a great game. So I'm looking forward to that hope you guys are as well. Let's look
forward to the Sabres maybe doing something tonight. And in the future. Oh Sabres do face
Redwings at seven o'clock on Saturday. Yep. And they also but

Josh
I also like yeah, thanks Carrie because it builds game and beyond at 830 So savings thanks
yeah, thanks NHL for not moving that game. That's real. They move the bandits game for it. I
know they move this game to Friday night for it. I know. But I don't get why the city didn't move



the Sabres game. I don't understand. Also the Sabres play again on Monday at one on the
Martin Luther King Jr. Normal one o'clock game against the Red Wings as well. And then I don't
think they play again after that till Thursday, something like that. But it's been another great
episode of the die by the bay podcast. Make sure you're checking us out following us giving us
some love and go build
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